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Mr. Hu Jan-ping
Mr.Hu Jan-ping was born in Shanghai 1962, graduated
and received his BA degree from Chinese Literature Department
of College of Literature, Shanghai University. Now he IS a
Art Editor of Renhabilitation.
Oil Painting " Chan" ( 1986 ).
Chines,e Painting C 1986 ).
Art Review" Cloth sculpture - aNew Test ", publish on
the newspaper of " Shanghai Art" and" China Fine Arts " (
1986 ).
Acrylic " Chair and Man "," Fa Yuan" join the Shanghai Youth
Painting Exihibition ( 1987 ).
, .
" Rising and Lowering Ceremony" join the" China Modern
Art Exhibition" ( 1988, Beijing ).
He has joined " Chinese Painting Academy of Beijing
exhibition /I ( the exhibition toured Congqing, Nanjing,
Guangzhou), and Shanghai Garage exhibition ( 1991 ).
He has had one-person exhibition at the Huashan Gallery
Shanghai, 1993 ).
(
